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Signs of strength in Japan, South Korea
Keiko Ujikane TOKYO
Japan and South Korea have reported
larger than forecast industrial production figures for January amid a
strengthening recovery in the United
States and signs that the euro zone sovereign-debt crisis may be contained.
Japanese output rose 2 per cent in
January compared with the previous
month, the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry said in Tokyo yesterday. That exceeded the median estimate of 1.5 per cent in a Bloomberg
survey of analysts.
South Korean industrial production climbed 3.3 per cent in January, a
government report showed – much
stronger than the forecast 0.5 per cent
decline.
A Chinese manufacturing index for

KEY POINTS
n Japanese industrial output has
reached its highest level since the
March 2011 tsunami.
n The low yen and ecosubsidies have
given Japanese car makers a boost.

February, which is due to be released
tomorrow, will show a third straight
month of expansion, a separate survey of analysts indicates. Asian shares
are poised to enter a bull market, and
have rallied from a two-year low in
October, while the Dow Jones Industrial Average has closed above 13,000
for the first time since 2008.
“The US is improving, Europe is
stabilising, and Asia is chugging
along at a healthy pace,” said Moody’s

economist Matthew Circosta, who
correctly predicted Japan’s output figures. “China is likely to have a soft
landing.’”
In Japan, industrial production has
reached its highest levels since the
March 2011 earthquake and tsunami,
and the report indicated manufacturers will boost output in February and
March.
Japan’s economy may be aided by
the progress made in containing the
euro zone debt crisis, the weakening
yen and monetary easing in emerging
nations, said Mizuho Securities economist Jun Kawakami.
‘“There’s no need to be excessively
pessimistic about the outlook for
Europe,” Mr Kawakami said.
In South Korea, the Finance Ministry and central bank said that the

world economy may be set for a “modest recovery” that will aid the nation’s
exports. Europe’s economy is “sluggish,” while the US is showing signs of
improvement and demand will be
maintained in emerging economies.
The yen has weakened since the
Bank of Japan announced on February 14 that it would take monetary
stimulus measures and set an inflation goal. Besides the boost to exports
from the falling yen, manufacturers
are benefiting from incentives for buying eco-friendly cars and the easing of
disruptions to supply chains from
flooding in Thailand.
Car sales jumped 24 per cent in January from a year earlier, the sharpest
rise in 22 years, a government report
said on Tuesday. Vehicle exports rose
4.1 per cent in January.

“The revival of the eco-car subsidies
will likely help domestic production
maintain a firm footing,” Barclays
chief economist Kyohei Morita said.
Nissan Motor is forecasting net
income of ¥290 billion ($3.35 billion)
for 2011 and earlier this month Toyota
raised its net income forecast for the
year by 11 per cent.
Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda’s
¥2.5 trillion extra budget bill, which
was passed by the Parliament last
month, included ¥300 billion for ecocar subsidies. The program will help
car makers increase sales in their
home market by 900,000 vehicles this
year, following a record 14 per cent
drop in 2011, said Toshiyuki Shiga,
chairman of the Japan Automobile
Manufacturers Association.
Bloomberg

Obama sets
up panel to
police trade

Tongue tied when it’s time to talk shop
AsiaPacific observed
Greg Earl

Eric Martin WASHINGTON

I

US President Barack Obama signed an
executive order creating a panel to
investigate unfair trade practices by
nations including China.
The Interagency Trade Enforcement Centre will bring together
lawyers, researchers, analysts and
government agents to monitor and
enforce trade agreements and laws.
The panel, established within Trade
Representative Ron Kirk’s office, will
have its director chosen by Mr Kirk,
with a deputy selected by Commerce
Secretary John Bryson.
The centre, which will be ready to
open within 90 days, will be funded by
the Trade Representative’s Office and
Department of Commerce. It will
have employees from the departments
of Agriculture, Commerce, Homeland Security, Justice, State and Treasury, and US intelligence agencies.
“We are doubling down on the
administration’s commitment to
strong trade enforcement,” Mr Kirk
said. The US would press its trading
partners to comply with World Trade
Organisation rules and “abide by
obligations”, he said.
The effort may aid Mr Obama’s
attempt to boost economic growth
and cut unemployment by doubling
exports to $US3.14 trillion ($2.98 trillion) by 2015 from $US1.57 trillion in
2009. Though the panel will be
empowered to investigate all foreign
trade, Mr Obama cited China as a
source of concern in his January State
of the Union speech to Congress.
Mr Obama has filed five World
Trade Organisation complaints
against China since taking office
three years ago, compared with seven
filed by George W. Bush from 2001,
when China joined the Geneva-based
trade arbiter. He has also imposed
duties on Chinese-made tyres, which
he said had helped create more than
1000 US jobs.
His 2013 budget, submitted to
Congress two weeks ago, asked for at
least 50 people and $US26 million in
funding for the centre. Mr Kirk said it
was the most substantial allocation of
resources since the trade representative’s office was created almost
50 years ago. The agency’s estimated
spending for 2012 is $US51 million.
Representative Mike Michaud, a
Maine Democrat, said: “Signing this
order brings us one more important
step closer to the level of trade enforcement we need to counter the predatory
practices of countries like China.”

magine a country that finds itself
overtaken economically by a
neighbour it has always regarded
as poor but which then discovers
that it has forgotten how to speak the
new language of commerce.
This might sound like the plot of a
modern day Aesop’s fable but it also
describes the newest paradox in the
always challenging relationship
Australia has with its geographically
closest Asian neighbour in
Indonesia.
There will be many tipping points
in Australia’s passage into the Asian
century: two obvious examples are
China overtaking Japan as our
biggest trading partner in 2009 and
when Asia finally decouples
economically from the United States
and Europe, possibly around 2020.
But my favourite crunch point
will arrive about 2025 on current
projections, which is when the
Indonesian economy is likely to
overtake Australia’s at market
exchange rates.
It’s already larger now, according
to the International Monetary
Fund’s favoured purchasing power
parity approach, shown in the
attached graph. But this is an
academic construct that has none of
the raw emotional force of
discovering that a country which
most Australians still don’t trust is
larger than us in real money.
What makes the 2025 date even
more fascinating as a benchmark of
our regional engagement is the
likelihood that around the same time
that Indonesia emerges as an
economic powerhouse Australian
university students may well be no
longer studying its language.
According to the trend line in a
report on Indonesian language
study released amid the leadership
carnage in Canberra on Monday,
students could well stop studying the
language in the deserted classroom
of a Victorian university around
2027, which will already be years
after it is no longer heard in NSW
universities.
The end point probably won’t be
so certain but the dichotomy
couldn’t be clearer: Australia is
running down its capacity to
communicate and understand
Indonesia just when the country is
shifting from a security challenge to
our logical stepping stone into an
economic growth zone. There are
actually fewer students studying

Collision course . . . Indonesia will overtake Australia economically in a little more than a decade.
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Indonesian at year 12 level now than
there were four decades ago.
But Indonesia recently regained
an investment grade credit rating, is
pushing up towards Chinese and
Indian annual economic growth
rates and, unlike most Asian
countries, is a beneficiary of the
resources boom.
More than a decade after being
burned by the Asian financial crisis
there are signs of a turnaround in
interest from Australian companies
and the federal government has
embarked on negotiations over an
economic partnership agreement
which would be more wide-ranging
than a trade deal.
David Hill, the author of this
week’s report and a member of the
older generation of fast-diminishing
academic experts on Indonesia in
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Australia, argues that companies
have mostly so far just been picking
the “low-hanging fruit” in Jakarta,
where English is more common.
There is an emerging backlash
against the value of studying Asian
languages, or for that matter any
second language. For example,
former Harvard president and
Obama administration official
Lawrence Summers argues that
translation technology and the
pervasiveness of English have made
language study less important.
But it is one thing to be putting
documents through translation
software in Washington or travelling
the globe with a changing parade of
translators.
It is quite different if you are a
small Australian food producer
trying to compete for supermarket
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space in outlying cities such as
Medan or Balikpapan, where the
growth that will make Indonesia one
of the world’s 10 biggest economies
will be happening.
The economic partnership
agreement will require a simple
trade-off at its core: more access for
Indonesians to Australian training
and jobs in return for access to the
Indonesian services sector for
Australian business.
This will be integration with Asia
up close and personal with the
benefits of economic
complementarity and geographic
proximity, and quite different to the
bulk minerals trade with China. As
Hill argues: “An expansion and
deepening of the trade and
investment relationship is going to
require a greater level of engagement
with Indonesia’s cultural and
linguistic particularities.”
Indonesians are studying English
with more enthusiasm than the
Japanese did in the early years of
their economic take-off. But
Australia’s other potential
advantage with Indonesia is that the
language is easier to learn than most
of its regional counterparts, which
makes it a useful stepping stone to
broader engagement.
And it is hard to see how
Australia can really make a success
of going beyond the traditional
goods trade to selling services and
investing in the broader region if we
can’t lift our presence in the closest
part of it.
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